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GERMAN WWII BALKENCRUZ #2
1/35
AR35044

1/48
AR49024

$16.95

$12.95

1/35
AR35049

$10.95

Sheet contains Balkencruz insignia commonly found on
German armor. Sheet contains 76 standard and variant
black w/white outline, solid white, solid yellow, and
yellow w/white outline early war.

Perhaps one of the most exhaustively researched and
meticulously drawn set of model markings ever
produced, especially for such a narrow subject. These
units used a hodge podge of lettering styles and this
sheet represents four of them found on M5A1s, M2s,
M3s, M4s, M4A1s, M4A3s, M8s.
Detailed instruction includes some unit history and 12
line drawings of documented vehicles.

Researched by: Woody Vondracek

Researched by Henry Closson and Jean Rondia

GERMAN WWII TACTICAL SYMBOLS

US 2nd/3rd A.D. 24 INCH (61 cm)
YELLOW CODES (SHEET 2)

(1935-1942)

1/35
AR35045B (black)
AR35045R (red)
AR35045W (white)
AR35045Y (yellow)

$10.95

1/72
AR72045B (black)
AR72045R (red)
AR72045W (white)
AR72045Y (yellow)

$6.50

Large sheet contains over 125 tactical symbols, all
known designs in two sizes. Although most commonly
applied in white, red, black, white, and yellow were
used over winter camouflage and are offered.
Shown in black, but also available
in white, red and yellow

Indicates sheets available to dealers
Sheets not shown actual size. All artwork is copyrighted by Woody Vondracek and may include intentional errors to protect copyrights.

$10.95

Perhaps one of the most exhaustively researched and
meticulously drawn set of model markings ever
produced, especially for such a narrow subject. These
units used a hodge podge of lettering styles and this
sheet represents three of them found on M5A1s,
M3A1s, M4A1s, M10s, and M3s.
Detailed instruction includes some unit history and 11
line drawings of documented vehicles.
Researched by Henry Closson and Jean Rondia

GERMAN WWII TACTICAL SYMBOLS

VEHICLE SPECIFIC
REGISTRATION CODES

1/35
AR35046B (black)
AR35046R (red)
AR35046W (white)
AR35046Y (yellow)

$10.95

1/72
AR72046B (black)
AR72046R (red)
AR72046W (white)
AR72046Y (yellow)

$6.50

Large sheet contains over 156 tactical symbols, all
known designs in two sizes. Although most commonly
applied in white, red, black, white, and yellow were
used over winter camouflage and are offered.

(NON-STENCIL STYLE)
1/35
AR35051W (white)

$6.95

18 pairs of white, pre arranged, 4-inch (10.16 cm)
registration codes for tanks and tracked vehicles.
Simple to apply with no need to apply numbers one at a
time. Sheet also includes some extra numbers.

Researched by: Woody Vondracek

Researched by Henry Closson, Jean Rondia and Cookie Sewell

GERMAN WWII LICENSE PLATES

VEHICLE SPECIFIC
REGISTRATION CODES

1/35
AR35047

(NON-STENCIL STYLE)
1/35
AR35052W (white)

$11.95

Shown in white, but also available
in yellow

1/35
AR35050

Researched by: Woody Vondracek

(1943-1945)

Shown in red, but also available in
black, white and yellow

US 2nd/3rd A.D. 24 INCH (61 cm)
YELLOW CODES (SHEET 1)

$6.95

Large sheet contains 43 license plates commonly found
on German vehicles. Contains the 3 styles commonly
used, some are ready to apply and several blank with
separate numbers/letters and Field Post Numbers to
make your own.

14 pairs of white, pre arranged, 2-inch (5.08 cm) and 4inch (10.16 cm) registration codes for trucks and
ambulances. Simple to apply with no need to apply
numbers one at a time. Sheet also includes some extra
numbers.

Researched by: Woody Vondracek

Researched by Henry Closson, Jean Rondia and Cookie Sewell

US VEHICLE STARS IN CIRCLES

VEHICLE SPECIFIC
REGISTRATION CODES

1/35
AR35048W
AR35048Y

1/48
AR48048W
AR48048Y

1/72
AR72048W
AR72048Y

$10.95

$7.95

$6.00

30 stars in plain and stencil style circles. 4 each 1.4 inch
(3.6 cm), 4 each 1.13 inch (2.9 cm), 4 each 1 inch (2.54
cm), 4 each .9 inch (2.3 cm), 4 each .8 inch (2 cm), 4 each
.7 inch (1.8 cm), 4 each .6 inch (1.5 cm), and 2 each .4
inch (1 cm).
Researched by: Woody Vondracek

(NON-STENCIL STYLE)
1/35
AR35053W (white)

$6.95

14 pairs of white, pre arranged, 2-inch (5.08 cm) and 4inch (10.16 cm) registration codes for trailers,
workshops, passenger cars, motorcycles, armored
cars, wheeled tractors, and tracked tractors.
Simple to apply with no need to apply numbers one at a
time. Sheet also includes some extra numbers.
Researched by Henry Closson, Jean Rondia and Cookie Sewell

